
Today’s Puzzle Down
1 “Very cute”

2 Spanish bear
3 CDC headquarters city

4 Soccer ejection indicator
5 Pour to purify
6 Swing around

7 Gull relative
8 Start-up money?

9 Janelle of “Moonlight”
10 Stayed out too long?

11 __ milk
12 Casual topper for Elizabeth II?

13 Tenor Caruso
14 Takoma Park, Md., is part of it

19 Yoga chants
22 Gas company with toy trucks

23 Long story
24 Site with PowerSellers

25 Consume some deli meat?
27 Gentlemen

29 Washington’s bills?
30 __ fra”che: dairy product

31 Helmet sticker
34 Concern for lefty writers

35 Change
37 Gorilla who learned modified 50-Down

39 Hanes brand
40 “Jiminy cricket!”

42 Tolkien beasts
43 They may pick up speed

44 Cleans, in a way
45 Get excited

47 Allow to go free
49 Commercial cow

50 Syst. with hand signals
53 “What am __ getting?”

54 Chuck
55 Brand written in frosty letters

57 Uniform part, maybe
58 __ Geo

59 Angsty genre
60 “For sure”
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29 Anxious med. condition
32 Iberian capital, locally
33 “Lawdy!”
34 Ready to go back?
36 Writer Rand
37 Joint protection ... or, in a way, creators of 
four puzzle puns?
38 Civil War prez
41 Educated in the classroom as opposed to 
the street
43 Wrinkle
44 Hybrid utensils
46 Nevada copper town 
47 Bizet opera priestess
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48 Friendly greeting
50 Virgil epic
51 Love god
52 Snobs
56 Hosp. test
57 Is unable to sign the top-billed star for an 
“Ocean’s 13” sequel?
61 It may not be intended
62 Melodious
63 Physique
64 Springs for a vacation?
65 __ fly
66 Nikon setting

Across
1 Stockpile
6 “Fuller House” actor
12 Proof letters
15 Perfume name
16 IdeaPad maker
17 Sch. in Charlotte
18 Embrace Love?
20 Time often named for a philosophy
21 Approached
22 Estate beneficiary
23 Rental garage array
26 Basic nature 
28 “Cancel the mission!”



Today’s Puzzle

Horoscopes
                         Today’s Birthday: July 10

Join forces with a master this year. Disciplined collaboration works miracles. 
Speculate on travel and education plans. Summer brings a personal break-

through supporting resolution of partnership challenges. Plan for a slow, med-
itative winter to recharge your health and work. Together, gain more than your 

sum.
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Aries (March 21-April 19) -- Today is a 
7 — Wait to make a decision. All is not as it 
appears. Listen to others with experience. 
Assess and observe. Meditate on what 
could be possible.

Taurus  (April 20- May 20)-- Today is 
an 8 — Set team goals high. Adapt old 
game plans for the current situation. Artic-
ulate and share an inspiring vision. Realize 
long-term plans one step after another.

Gemini  (May  21- June 20) -- Today is 
a 7 — You can see clearly the difference 
between where your career is currently 
and where you’d like it to be. Measure the 
gap to jump it.

Cancer  (June 21- July 22) -- Today is an 
8 — What would you like to learn? Intel-
lectual challenges delight. Notice a path 
to realize an old dream. Well-laid plans can 
come to fruition.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -- Today is an 8 — 
Conserve resources. Contribute the fruit of 
your labors to a shared pie. Make preserves 
or marmalade. Stock up for winter. Grow 
through collaborative efforts.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)-- Today is an 
8 — Get inspiration from a romantic dream. 
Gain insight into a relationship. Talk about 
dreams and visions for long-term possibili-
ties. Invent and create. Collaborate.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) --Today is aa 9 
— Maintain healthy practices and routines. 
A dream inspires your work. The previously 
impossible looks newly available. Listen to 
your coach and stay in action.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) --Today is 
an 8 — Romance arises in conversation. 
Share appreciations and acknowledgment. 
Dream about the future together. Imagine 
and invent fascinating possibilities. Teach 
each other new tricks.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) -- Today 
is an 8 — Envision domestic improvements 
and get family involved. It may take making 
a mess to get the results you’re after. Create 
a peaceful sanctuary.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)-- Today is a 
7 — Energize a creative project. Ideas come 
together easily. You can see the solutions 
you need. Communication makes a differ-
ence. Find what you need in your networks.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) --  Today 
is a 9 — Keep making your deadlines and 
commitments. Income is available. Follow 
up and do what you said. Follow a lucrative 
hunch. Work from home.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) --Today is 
a 9 — Personal growth comes through 
communication. Listen closely for valuable 
feedback. You can recognize a diamond 
in the rough. Learn what’s needed for the 
next step.
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